
Ordinary Meeting of Council 
22 January 2020 

2.1 ELLENBROOK COMMUNITY SECURITY PATROL SURVEY  

 
Ward: (Pearce Ward)   (Community Safety) 

Disclosure of Interest:  Nil 

Authorised Officer:  (Executive Manager Community Wellbeing) 

 

KEY ISSUES 

 
 

• In March 2018, the City of Swan Council resolved to cease the security patrol 
service within Ellenbrook and The Vines from June 30 2018, with a condition 
that the City seek further feedback from the community at a later date on 
whether they would like the service to return or not.  

• In December 2018 Council voted to re-instate a security service for 19 hours a 
day, 7 days a week within The Vines, after a petition was received from 
residents of The Vines to reinstate the patrols within The Vines only. Following 
a survey of residents, the service commenced on July 1, 2019 for a period of 
three years, with residents to be surveyed again at the end of year two (2021) 
and prior to the service continuing beyond the third year.   

• All property and business owners in Ellenbrook and Morgan Fields Estate 
Henley Brook (one response only per property), were then surveyed during 
November 2019, via the attached survey (Attachment One).    

• A total of 9,672 surveys were sent with 2,308 being returned (23.86% return 
rate). Of those returned, 1,224 or 53.03% voted ‘Yes’ to returning the service 
in some form, whilst 991 or 42.94% voted ‘No’. 4.03% of returned votes were 
considered invalid. 

• Of those who responded to the survey, 45.67% voted ‘Yes’ for a 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week service at an estimated cost of $110 - $130 per year, 
42.94% voted ‘No’ to any service,  6.15% voted for a 19 hours a day, 7 days a 
week service at an estimated cost of $85 - $105, while 1.21% voted for a 12 
hours a day, 7 days a week service at an estimated cost of $55 - $75 a year. 

• During the survey consultation the City also accepted written feedback from 
the community regarding the reinstatement of the patrols (Attachment Two). 

• There has not been a significant increase in support for a community security 
patrol in Ellenbrook, since the last survey in January 2018. 

It is recommended that the Council resolve to not reinstate the community security 
patrol for Ellenbrook, but re-survey Ellenbrook residents in 2021.  
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BACKGROUND 

In March 2018, the City of Swan Council resolved to cease the security patrol service 
within Ellenbrook and The Vines from June 30, 2018 for a period of 12 months, then to 
seek further final feedback from the community on whether they would like the service 
to return or not.   

The rationale for this decision were the results of a community survey conducted within 
Ellenbrook and The Vines and the fact that all developer contributions ceased from the 
2018/2019 financial year and any future service would be required to be funded solely 
by ratepayers. Further to this, the City had received complaints over a number of years 
from residents expressing a view that the service was not value for money to them or 
that the service provided a limited benefit. 

Prior to this decision, the Community Security Patrols had been operating for more than 
15 years. During that time the service has been managed by the City on behalf of 
developers, other businesses and residents on the understanding that it is a cost neutral 
service to the community outside of these areas. The recipient of the benefit of this 
service is clearly the residents of these suburbs only, therefore ratepayers outside of this 
area should not be burdened with the cost of the service. 

In June 2018, Council received a petition from some residents of The Vines, requesting 
that the City reinstate the security patrols within The Vines only.  In July 2018, in 
consideration of the petition, Council resolved to consider a number of service options 
and survey the The Vines community only, to test to what extent the community 
supported the re-introduction of a security patrol service as advocated by the 
petitioners. 

Following the results of this community survey, in December 2018 Council then resolved 
to re-instate a security service consisting of a 19 hour a day, 7 days a week service 
within The Vines.  The service commenced on July 1, 2019 for a period of three years, 
with residents to be surveyed again at the end of year two (2021) and prior to the 
service continuing beyond the third year.   

The expectations of a Community Security Patrol are to: 

• Be a visible presence in the community 

• Proactively report vandalism and damage 

• Provide extra ‘eyes and ears’ to assist Police 

• Increase the feeling of safety and security by reporting incidents of anti-social or 
suspicious behaviour 

• Communicate with Police and the City on possible options to improve community 
safety. 
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Actions undertaken by Security Patrol Officers are: 

• Reporting graffiti, vandalism or damage to various agencies to undertake repairs 
e.g. streetlight faults, graffiti, etc. 

• Surveillance patrols and the reporting of any suspicious persons or vehicles 

• Respond to anti-social behaviour issues in the first instance and request Police 
assistance if required 

• Respond to activated alarms on private property to accompany the property 
occupier when requested. 

 

DETAILS 

Within Ellenbrook and Morgan Fields (Henley Brook) there are currently 9,672 rateable 
properties with each ratepayer sent the survey (one response only per property). A total 
of 2,308 were returned (23.86% return rate). Of those returned, 1,224 or 53.03% voted 
‘Yes’ for the service to be reinstated, whilst 991 or 42.94% voted ‘No’. 4.03% of 
returned votes were considered invalid.  

Of those who responded to the survey, 45.67% voted ‘Yes’ for a 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week service at an estimated cost of $110 - $130 per year, 42.94% voted ‘No’ to any 
service,  6.15% voted for a 19 hours a day, 7 days a week service at an estimated cost 
of $85 - $105, while 1.21% voted for a 12 hours a day, 7 days a week service at an 
estimated cost of $55 - $75 a year (figure 1 below.)  

 

Figure 1. – No. of votes for each option 

The results of the Community Survey show a small majority support for the 
reinstatement of the patrols (53.03%) from those who responded.  A majority of 
ratepayers who support the service are also prepared to fund a full 24 hour, 7 days a 
week service (45.67%) versus  those who are only prepared to fund a reduced service 
model (7.36%) and those who voted ‘No’ and do not support funding any service at all 
(42.94%). 
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Following the feedback from ratepayers in Ellenbrook, the following options have been 
identified; 

Option 1 

Not reinstate a Community Security Patrol in Ellenbrook and resurvey both Ellenbrook 
and The Vines ratepayers at the same time in 2021. 

This is the recommended option.  

This is because the survey results for Ellenbrook from the most recent survey in 
November 2019 were very similar to the  survey results from the previous survey in 
January 2018  when there was a return rate of 22.22% with 52.32% of respondents 
voting ‘Yes’ and 45.27% of respondents voting ‘No’ (See Figure 2 below). This indicates 
that despite the patrols not being active for 18 months, there has not been a strong 
community change in the desire for security patrols. This is different to The Vines where 
surveys have consistently identified more than 70% of respondents being supportive of 
the patrols. While it is acknowledged that the majority of respondents wish to have a 
security patrol reinstated in Ellenbrook, it is a marginal majority in comparison to The 
Vines where there is clear support.  

Option 2 

Following a competitive tender process implement a Community Security Patrol 
throughout Ellenbrook and Morgan Fields (Henley Brook) from July 1 2020, with a model 
of two vehicles working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at an estimated cost of $110 - 
$130 per year per rate paying property; this was the preferred option for those who 
voted yes.  

Option 3 

Following a competitive tender process implement a combined Ellenbrook and The Vines 
community patrol service, with the proposed model of three vehicles operating across 
both suburbs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This is not the preferred option as The 
Vines service currently only operates over 19 hours /7 days a week and is currently 
subject to a separate contract, this could become a more viable option to present to the 
community in 2021. 

 

CONSULTATION 

The attached survey and information (Attachment One) was sent to residents of 
Ellenbrook during early November 2019 to gauge support from property owners on their 
willingness to pay an additional levy to support the patrols for Ellenbrook (including 
Morgan Fields). During the survey consultation the City also accepted written feedback 
from the community regarding the reinstatement of the patrols (Attachment Two). 
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The return rate of 23.86% for the survey is similar to previous security patrol surveys 
and is marginally higher than the turnout rate for the Pearce Ward at the recent local 
government elections of 22.31%.  

Ellenbrook  
 

Feb 2016 Jan 2018 Nov 2019 

Yes 66.3%  52.32% 53.03% 
No  33.7%  45.27% 42.94% 
Invalid  N/A  2.42% 4.03% 
Sent  8,772  9,318 9,672 
Returned  
 

2,111 2,070 2,308 

Return Rate 24.1% 22.22% 23.86% 
 
A response was considered invalid if either a blank form was returned, the second 
question was not answered if the first answer was a “Yes”, the options were amended or 
conflicting answers were given. In 2016 invalid responses were not counted in the return 
rate.  

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Ellenbrook Resident Community Security Patrol Survey  

Feedback for consideration from community members 

 

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS 

G2.1 Improve capability and capacity 

G2.1.3 Use resources efficiently and effectively 

S2.2 Build a strong sense of community health and safety 

 

STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS 

There is no statutory obligation for the City to provide Community Security Patrols.  

The City levies a service charge for provision of the service under section 6.38 of the 
Local Government Act 1995.  

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

The intent for any future service Community Service Patrols is that the service is 
provided on a cost neutral basis to ratepayers who do not receive this service. 
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VOTING REQUIREMENTS 

Simple majority 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the Council resolve to: 

1) Not reinstate a Community Security Patrol in Ellenbrook.  

2) Resurvey Ellenbrook residents and ratepayers in 2021. 

3) Continue the range of other crime prevention and Community Safety initiatives in 
Ellenbrook in partnership with WA Police and local community groups. 

4) Provide information to the Ellenbrook community on the results of the community 
survey and Council decision. 

 

MOTION that the Council resolve to: 

1) Defer consideration of this matter to the Ordinary Meeting of Council to be held 
on 11 March 2020 for the following reasons: 

a. To collect more data on antisocial behaviour occurring in Ellenbrook. 

b. To collect more data on current reported police stats and the extent to 
which anti-social behaviour is captured in this data. 

c. Councillors to consult further with the community on the value of the 
security patrol. 

d. Looking at the financial impacts on the proposed service on ratepayers. 

(Cr Jones – Cr Henderson) 
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RESOLVED (9/4) TO: 

1) Defer consideration of this matter to the Ordinary Meeting of Council to be held 
on 11 March 2020 for the following reasons: 

a. To collect more data on antisocial behaviour occurring in Ellenbrook. 

b. To collect more data on current reported police statistics and the extent to 
which anti-social behaviour is captured in this data. 

c. Councillors to consult further with the community on the value of the 
security patrol. 

d. Looking at the financial impacts on the proposed service on ratepayers. 

 

For: Crs Bailey, Congerton, Henderson, Jones, Lucas, McCullough, McNamara, Parry and 
Zannino 

Against: Crs Catalano, Johnson, Kiely and Richardson 

 



Enquiries (08) 9267 9267 
2 Midland Square, Midland  
PO Box 196, Midland WA 6936 

  cityofswan
  cityofswanwa
  swan@swan.wa.gov.au 

www.swan.wa.gov.au   

Day Month 2019

Resident
XXXXX
GPO Box S1411 
Perth WA 6845

Dear Sir / Madam

Community Security Patrol Survey – Ellenbrook

Property:  <Property_Address>, <Suburb>

In March 2018, the City of Swan Council voted to cease the security patrol service within Ellenbrook and The 
Vines from June 30, 2018, then to seek further feedback from the community on whether they would like the 
service to return or not.

reinstate the patrols within The Vines only.  The City of Swan is now seeking feedback to determine if the 
community security patrol service within Ellenbrook should recommence.  

All property and business owners in Ellenbrook (one response only per property) should answer the enclosed 
survey. Please complete the survey and return it in the reply-paid envelope by Friday, December 6, 2019.

process. 

contact the City’s Community Safety business unit on 9267 9022.

MJ Foley 



www.swan.wa.gov.au

Security Services
Survey – Ellenbrook
Please tick the box that represents your response to each question.

QUESTION 1 

Are you willing to pay an additional levy to support a contracted mobile community security patrol service for the suburb of Ellenbrook?        

 YES – I am willing to pay an additional levy for this service.

 NO – I am not willing to pay an additional levy for this service.

QUESTION 2 

My preferred delivery of this service is at an annual estimated* cost and daily running schedule of:

 $110 - $130 (2 vehicles – 24 hours / 7 days a week)

 $85 - $105 (2 vehicles – 19 hours / 7 days a week, no service from 2am – 7am)

 $55 - $75 (2 vehicles – 12 hours / 7 days a week, no service from 12am – 12pm)

 I voted No

*Costs provided are an estimate only.  Exact costs will be determined at completion of competitive tender process.

Survey submissions will close on Friday, 6 December, 2019.

Each survey form is marked with a unique aphanumeric code to identify duplicate submissions.  
For more information visit www.swan.wa.gov.au/patrols

Thank you for your response.

COMMUNITY SAFETY



Community Members Feedback

No.
Support / 

Object
Resident / 
Business

Summary of Comments

1 Support Resident

*Resident and worker in Ellenbrook for over 22 yrs.  
*Major attraction of Ellenbrook was Security Patrol with positive effect of reducing crime and Antisocial behaviour.
*Since removal of patrols, increase in burgarly, car break-ins & anti-social behaviour has increased.  
*Noticable increase in reports and concerns on various local social media pages.
*Unfair for Council to vote and remove Security Patrol as virtually none live in Ellenbrook & if majority of survey respondents 
wish it to be reinstated it should be.  
*Results should be published in full and vetted by an independant 3rd party.

2 Support Resident
*In favour of starting patrols around Ellenbrook.
*Don't think 2 cars is enough as larger area to cover.  Believe 4 cars would be more beneficial.

3 Support Resident

*Additional information requested on local Police presence and their statistics.
*Anti-social behaviour continues to be main concern with growing youth population &  with no patrols or Police present then it 
leaves family risk of being threaten.
*Valuation of housing in area also drops.

4 Neutral Resident
*Yet to receive survey (email sent to customer 19/11/19 to confirm has now received)
*From proposed costs it seems expensive.
*Requested breakdown of this cost so residents of Ellenbrok know how figure has been obtained.

5 Support Resident

*Questioned if The Vines residents are now receiving the service & if they are paying extra on their rates?
*When Service is reinstated, why not have patrols due 2am-7am, is that not times when crimes are being committed?
*At a time in their life when they don't want  to worry about crimes & car insurance increased because of the area.
*Think it's up to Govt to step up to reinstate service right through the night & not worry so much during the day.

6 Object Resident
*Customer questions what good are the patrols as never seen a patrol when needed?
* Believes patrols are waste of time, money & resources with no power for them to intervene



7 Support Resident

*Believes proposed amount of $110.00 per dwelling, the City can do better than 2 security cars.
* Two vehicles not enough for the size of the area.
* Suggest more substainable infrastructure like CCTV at location entry & exits points & crime hotspots.
*Suggest to outsource to Chubb Security or another reputable company.
* Would like both CCTV and Security cars in the future.
* Scared for FIFO workers who leave family at nights when away.
* Conerns that when train station comes to Ellenbrook that the area is not ready for the crime it is likely to bring.
*Wanted to know what the Security Patrols are equipped with and what are their powers as security guards and if they have 
Police support? 

8 Neutral Resident * Wants to know how cost is worked out as it seems high price to pay for service?

9 Support Resident

* Lives in The Bridges and noted a lot more undesirable behaviours over the last year with graffiti and throwing shopping 
trolleys in the Lake as well as congretating along footpaths making it disfficult to pass without receiviing abuse.
* People have also entered the Pines Returement viIlage and annoy some resident at all hours.
* Wants patrols back to stop "Criminal Damage" in surrounding areas.

10 Support Resident
* Happy to pay for sure again but STRONGLY feels as a resident of Ellenbrook more than 2 cars required.
* If only two cars, no back up assistance if both vehicles attending to situations.
* Feels 4 cars would better cope with the size of Ellenbrook.

11 Neutral Resident
* Glad patrols is being reviewed.
* Would like a comparision to other options available like more CCTV camera installation?

12 Support Resident

* Wants an option put forward that involves more patrol vehicle operating 24/7 indicating the difference in cost (perhaps one 
care per "division" ie. One vehicle Annie's landing, one vehicle Lexia etc.)
* Two vehicles isn't enough.
* Acknowledges more vehicles would come at a higher cost so would like residents to have an indication to decide if an 
affordable & in theory, more effective.

13 Support Resident
* Customer believes Security Patrols need to be undertaken at a slow speed & with use of spotlights to be conducive to 
detection of unlawful acts and disturbance of the peace.

14 Support Resident
* Wants Security Patrol re-instated in the area (they live in Henley Brook - Morgan Fields) as since patrols ceased they have had 
to endure some pretty horrible behavior.
* Believes Security Patrols are a deterrent.

15 Support Resident

* Concerns for the break-ins and anti-social behaviour in the area.
* Feels that people that are "hanging out" on Park benches are watching houses as breakin have happened on his street.
* Would like all parks to have clear visibility and have sufficient security lighting to make it impossible for people to hide in the 
dark.
* In favour of the security patrols to be re-instated.

16 Object Unknown *Questioned that Security Patrol should be covered by current fees? (Rates)

17 Object Unknown
*Questioned how $110 per dwelling (17,000) in Ellenbrook equals $1.870M and how it works out for just 2 vehicles?
*Belives Security Patrols are powerless as have been sleeping in quiet areas of Ellenbrook.  



18 Support Unknown

*Fully support the service.
*Assists in reducing anti-social activity and crime reduction.
*Believes Security Service should not be outsourced but ran as part of Council (no private contractors).  It works in other 
Councils.
*Having a contractor doing the job is nothing more than a bum on a seat with no committment or knowledge on local area.
*Happy to comment further.

19 Support Unknown * 3 X 24/7 Ranger/Security service

20 Object Unknown * Pay enough already & shouldn't have to pay a 'levy' for this

21 Support Unknown * Will pay more for more cars

22 Support Unknown * The suburb NEEDS more than only two cars

23 Support Unknown * Needs to happen ASAP.  Should never have been stopped.

24 Object Unknown * Council should provide.

25 Object Unknown
* Consider Security Service useless from their experience with little power.  
* Why would we want to pay extra rates as rates are high enough.

26 Neutral Unknown
* You deliver nothing.  Return the Security Service & stop filling your own pockets. 
* Fees weren't reduced when removed, so you already have my money.

27 Object Unknown
* Not enough vehicles to cover Ellenbrook, Henley Brook, The Bridges, Annie's Landing, Charlotte's Vineyard, Malvern Springs & 
Woodlake.

28 Object Unknown * We are over charged on our rates already
29 Object Unknown * Rates are expensive enough without adding further costs.  I am a self funded retiree.

30 Object Unknown
* Patrols have no power to arrest, when called response time too slow & infrequent.  
* Clock work passess make it easier to predict for the criminal.  Not worth the money.

31 Object Unknown * I would vote yes if Aveley included.

32 Neutral Unknown
* two vehicles - 19hrs/7 days a week, no service at a random 5hr period so burglers won't break in when they know security 
patrols aren't operating.  Change times on a rotation basis.

33 Object Unknown * My rates should already cover this levy.  Our rates are expensive enough.

34 Object Unknown * We have paid a levy for this.  It stopped but our rates did not decrease, in fact increased.  Why would we pay more now?

35 Object Unknown
* Our rates are expensive.  The times I've called Security the ethnic person could not understand me or work out where I lived.  
* Was a waste of time and of our money. 
* Reason for Security was because we did not have a Police station.



36 Support Unknown * Crime is out of control in the area.

37 Object Unknown * The rates are already way too high.

38 Support Unknown * School holidays only 24/7.  Why is this not an option?

39 Object Unknown
* Waste of time sending out as they live in The Vines and it was voted NO until someone got names on a list and changed the 
vote.

40 Object Unknown * I refuse to pay for guys to sleep that have no powers.  Waste of money.  If voted I will be deducting from my rates.

41 Neutral Unknown * We think it's a great service that is needed but feel we pay enough in our rates to cover this.  Most crime  happens at night.

42 Object Unknown * Need to be monitored better and not sleep on the job.

43 Support Unknown * pensioner can't pay more than $100

44 Object Unknown * believes rates & taxes should be paying for it

45 Object Unknown * stop wasting money on surveys

46 Support Unknown * would be good if they patrolled rear alleys

47 Neutral Unknown * $100 more than enough for one salary

48 Support Unknown * 4 patrol vehicles should be added as Ellenbrook is big place

49 Neutral Unknown * not a specified times because breakins usually happen after 12am

50 Support Unknown * 2am-7am is the time it's needed most

51 Neutral Unknown * No service 4pm - 9pm

52 Support Unknown *8pm - 8am would be ok 

53 Object Unknown * Alternative would be to have more police officers at Ellenbrook would be more effective.

54 Neutral Unknown * Most of problem occur between 2am-7am.  Customer will not pay if it is not 24hr coverage

55 Support Unknown * 24/7 on school holidays

56 Support Unknown
* drug dealers, druggies, school kids cruising & hitting bedroom wall & shutters.  All at wall past bedroom window 
every 6/7 days.  
* 24hr service only, other options not good enough.

57 Support Unknown * as long as they really look properly as they patrol drove by quickly without as much as a glance.

58 Neutral Unknown * Two cars for Ellenbrook, waste of money, it's not a small suburb

59 Object Unknown * Rates have not shown a decrease to reflect the cancellation of security

60 Support Unknown * Believes patrols are a good deterent

61 Object Unknown * Shouldn't have to pay if implemented.  Criminals don't care less for fake Police.



62 Object Unknown
* Rates are expensive enough, no extras please. Security Patrols just parked up & slept always.  
* Don't want to pay for someone's impompetence

63 Object Unknown * Two vehicles not enough for the area

64 Object Unknown * Customer can't even pay high rates

65 Object Unknown * We pay our Rates and expect this service to be included

66 Object Unknown * We already pay enough

67 Object Unknown * Rates are expensive enough already

68 Object Unknown * If I vote NO I shoudn't have to pay

69 Object Unknown * Not required in Henley Brook where we reside

70 Object Unknown * Rates to expensive already & don't think it's worth it for two cars & extra money paid

71 Object Unknown * Is that not what the Police get paid for?

72 Object Unknown
* With previous service, stopped & asked one security car why we don't visibly see them around.  
He replied we have been told to concentrate patrols around shops.  I don't want to pay for ellenbrook shops security.

73 Object Unknown * We cannot afford any more costs.

74 Object Unknown * A waste of money when they were in service before as we never saw then at all

75 Support Unknown

* Would like confirmation that additional levy on our rates was discontinued when the Security Service was 
cancelled for Henley Brook? 
* Likes the idea of the service & would like it reinstated but would object paying for a service if levy amount wasn't
discontinued from original service.

76 Support Resident
* Would like two cars to transit all road, parks and laneways.
* Cost increases limited to CPI: No more than $201.

77 Support Unknown * Concerns most crimes committed between 2-7am if patrols not 24hr

78 Object Unknown
* Seniors already struggling with bills.  
* Need to feel safe in Ellenbrook and have to do something about the bad situation

79 Support Unknown * To be fully effective, needs to be top service (even though as a pensioner I need to save money)

80 Object Unknown * $100 each is too much for all of Ellenbrok considering they don't do anything but drive around

81 Object Unknown * Customer believes they already pay enough to Council.

82 Object Unknown * Should be a reduction for Pensioners.

83 Object Unknown
* Waste of money the first time as found them sitting behind shops all day.  
* They have no juristriction, need more Police.



84 Object Unknown * Need more Police.

85 Support Unknown * Would like Security Patrols instead of spraying carcinogenic glyphosate, that would save money!

86 Neutral Unknown
* Need the service but the levy needs to be affordable.
* Not all rate payers this on top of our rates/water/power etc. and then have money left over to live

87 Object Unknown * Price has gone up and everytime I saw them they were parked up.  Saw the same guy parked up 3 x in one day.

88 Object Unknown
* Customer had security patrols and were broken into while they were asleep.  Police came within 1hr & charges laid.  So much 
for Security Patrols!

89 Object Unknown * Lived at address for 14yrs and your service is terrible.

90 Object Unknown
* Have seen patrol cars turn around and drive away from their duty.  Patrol car drove straight pas an incident that was in plain 
sight. 
* If they didn't see it then not doing job properly, not worth it.

91 Support Unknown * Ellenbrook a splendidly designed suburb with award winning facilities.  Well worth the cost of small fee to protect it.
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